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Dennison Trailers are delighted to announce a deal to supply STL Logistics of Limerick with one of our

newest trailer models - the tandem step frame platform, for their logistics operation across Ireland and

the UK.



STL provide leading edge logistic solutions for premier multinational, national and local companies and,

for the transport of beer keg barrels for a major drinks brand, this is the perfect trailer for the job.



 In total, a fleet of 15 trailers will be supplied to STL Logistics with potential for additional units

to be provided in the future.



Dennison Trailers always look to provide the perfect trailer for every job. Working with the client to

understand their needs.



The tandem step frame platform (http://www.dennisontrailers.com/step-frame-platforms) really is the

perfect trailer for STL. Easily shouldering up to 17 tonne payload and, having been equipped with an ENXL

certified headboard, it is designed specifically for safe and efficient transportation, dedicated to the

brewery industry.



The trailer is installed with galvanised frames to safely hold in beer barrels and with the Wisa trans

non slip flooring adding increased operator safety, the service life is prolonged to create a very cost

effective trailer.



Operator safety is always a top priority and especially so with the loading and unloading of beer barrels

and heavy products. With this in mind, the step frame has been designed to ensure easy lifting of barrels

onto the lower deck.



Working along tight roads and lanes, STL need a trailer to suit these conditions.  The tandem step frame

has been designed with a short length and wheel base for maneuverability, perfect in the towns and cities

across the company's supply line. 



Everyone at Dennison Trailers is extremely proud to supply STL Logistics and to see the trailer in the

livery of a such a fantastic client and cannot wait to see it in action.



James Dennison, Managing Director of Dennison Trailers said of the deal:



For over 50 years, Dennison Trailers have been recognised in the transport industry for trailer product

innovation and support (www.dennisontrailers.com). Our business continues to evolve by listening to our

customers and refining our products to help make them better at what they do. We believe this is

exemplified in our deal with STL Logistics, listening to their needs and providing the perfect trailer

for their fantastic drinks client.”
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For more information contact:



For all media enquiries, in the first instance please contact James Dennison on 01524 381 808 or at

jamesdennison@dennisontrailers.com and we will get back to you promptly regarding any opportunity. 



Various assets including logos, photography and additional company information are available on request.
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